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SUMMARY 

Multiple Myeloma (MM) is a heterogeneous disease with variable outcome. In the 

past interpreted as the result of the abnormal proliferation of a single clone, intraclonal 

heterogeneity have been increasingly recognized and highlighted as associated with 

disease progression, resistance to therapy and poor disease-free survival. Delaying or 

preventing progression in this incurable disease is of great importance, thus, the 

understanding of MM biomarkers may improve disease management. Interestingly, the 

monoclonal protein (MP) produced by the myeloma plasma cell can be used to monitor 

MM disease evolution and possible clonal changes. The paraprotein isotype, as well as 

the amount of paraprotein produced, can reflect the intraclonal heterogeneity present in 

the plasm cell population, representing a very interesting biomarker of tumor burden with 

impact under a clinical perspective. 

The development of the serum free light chain assay (sFLC) provided a more 

accurate methodology to measure FLC secretion not only in Light Chain only MM (LCO 

MM) but also in Intact Immunoglonulin (Ig) MM. Serum FLC concentrations can vary 

widely in Intact Ig MM patients, with some patients presenting very high values of 

complete Ig and low sFLC values, and others presenting more modest concentrations of 

complete Ig and very high values of sFLC. The presence of abnormal FLC ratio is 

considered as a marker of clonal proliferation since it indicates a problem on the 

regulation of the heavy and light chains normally produced. 

In the study of FLC as a marker of intraclonal heterogeneity in MM, assuming the 

existence of normal proportions between monoclonal FLC production and each 

monoclonal Ig isotype production (i.e. 30% excess of LC in relation to the Heavy chains), 

the cases that display monoclonal FLC/ monoclonal Ig skews from normal situation, might 

suggest greater intraclonal heterogeneity. The main goal of this work was to assess this 

correlation in a cohort of MM patients referred to Portuguese Oncology Institute of Porto 

(IPO-Porto). Moreover, we attempted to understand how and in which patients sFLC can 

be used as a differential marker in early disease relapse. 

Despite the small cohort, and the limited follow up time, the results obtained 

suggest that: i) FLC evaluation might help in the early detection of intraclonal 

heterogeneity and eventually on disease relapse; ii) FLC evaluation might be an 

independent marker of disease progression, even in the presence of intact monoclonal Ig. 

Hence, the inclusion of patients with excess sFLC production on genetic studies will 

provide further information to reinforce the hypothesis of intraclonal heterogeneity and 

with application in clinical practice. 
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RESUMO 

O Mieloma Múltiplo (MM) é uma doença heterogénea e que apresenta respostas 

muito variáveis ao tratamento. Alguns estudos realizados na genética do mieloma 

demostram a existência de heterogeneidade intraclonal, o que pode estar na base não só 

da variável apresentação da doença, assim como explicar a resistência que apresenta à 

terapêutica. Perante isto, é importante a existência de marcadores que permitam um 

seguimento preciso e sensível da doença bem como informação sobre o prognóstico da 

doença da doença para melhor planear o seu tratamento. O ensaio das cadeias leves 

livres (CLL) no soro revelou ser um marcador sensível que permitiu uma nova forma de 

deteção do mieloma de cadeias leves, dos mielomas Oligo secretores e também a 

deteção das CLL produzidas em excesso nos Mielomas de cadeia Intacta (Ig MM).  

Assumindo que as células produzem 30% de CLL a mais do que a cadeia pesada 

para que se dê o correto emparelhamento da Imunoglobulina, podemos especular que 

quando o rácio CLL/ Ig intacta se afastar desses valores estamos perante existência 

heterogeneidade intraclonal. 

O objetivo deste estudo é estabelecer essa correlação numa coorte de doentes 

com MM referenciados ao Instituto Português de Oncologia do Porto. Pretende-se 

demonstrar a utilidade da determinação das CLL não só no seguimento da doença, mas 

também como marcador de heterogeneidade intraclonal no MM desde o diagnóstico. 

Apesar do pequeno número de doentes envolvido no estudo e do limitado tempo 

de seguimento, as análises efetuadas revelaram que o marcador de CLL quando 

presente em elevadas concentrações ou com uma expressão muito superior ao da Ig, no 

momento do diagnóstico, se correlaciona com uma tendência a um pior prognóstico 

depois do tratamento. Estes resultados podem ser interpretados no contexto de um 

modelo onde o valor pronóstico do marcador CLL seja, pelo menos em parte, definido por 

presença de uma maior heterogeneidade clonal. As cadeias leves livres podem também 

ser consideradas como marcador independente de progressão de doença, mesmo na 

presença da cadeia intacta.  

Pensamos que a inclusão de doentes em estudos genéticos, com seleção 

baseada no excesso de produção de CLL, poderá conduzir a resultados consistentes 

sobre heterogeneidade intraclonal com aplicação na pática clínica. 
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Myeloma overview 

Multiple Myeloma (MM) is the second most common hematological disease, 

accounting for about 1% of all the diagnosed cancers and for 20% of all deaths due to 

hematologic malignancies1. The median age at diagnosis is 69 years and three-quarters 

of the patients are diagnosed above the age of 55 years. The 5-year survival rate is about 

37%, although it may be higher for younger patients2.  

It is characterized by the proliferation of clonal plasma cells and the production of 

clonal immunoglobulin, a paraprotein3. Major clinical manifestations, also known as 

“CRAB” symptoms, include hypercalcemia (C), renal failure (R), anemia (A) and osteolytic 

bone lesions (B)4. The disease presentation can be heterogeneous, with various subtypes 

and different outcomes5. New markers discovery has contributed to the differentiation of 

various stages in the evolution of the disease, ranging from pre-malignant Monoclonal 

Gammopathy of Undetermined Significance (MGUS), the asymptomatic stage 

Smouldering MM (SMM) to overt MM. There is also the possibility to develop an 

extramedullary, more aggressive form of the disease, the plasma cell leukemia. The 

diagnosis, risk stratification and response criteria of the disease stages have been defined 

by the International Myeloma Working Group (IMWG)6.  

For a long time, MM was interpreted as the result of an abnormal proliferation of 

one clone, however, intraclonal heterogeneity has increasingly being recognized, due to 

the genetic mutations that the plasmatic cell acquires overtime7. This idea is giving rise to 

a new concept in disease evolution, the “branching evolution model” that proposes the 

existence of various malignant subclones, with different frequencies that can be dynamic 

over time8. The monoclonal protein (MP) –i.e. the previously mentioned paraprotein – 

produced by the plasma cell at diagnosis and during the disease course, also reflect that 

heterogeneity9,7,10. Intraclonal heterogeneity has been highlighted as being associated 

with disease progression, resistance to therapy and poor disease-free survival. Delaying 

or preventing progression in this incurable disease is of great importance, since it can lead 

to chronification of the disease, which in myeloma is frequently seen as an operational 

cure. It is clear, then, that the understanding and accurate use of MM biomarkers may be 

challenge to better manage or even treat it5,11  

 

Myeloma immunoglobulins 

Immunoglobulins (Ig) are Y-shaped molecules that consist of two identical heavy 

chains (HC) and two identical light chains (LC). There are five subclasses of Ig (IgA, IgG, 

IgM, IgD and IgE) and two types of LC (k and λ). The complete Ig contains only one type 

of LC and one type of HC. The synthesis of these components is regulated by genes 

mapped in 3 different chromosomes: chromosome 14 for the HC, chromosome 2 and 22 
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for k and λ, respectively12. The clonal plasma cell can produce any of the five HC isotype; 

the most common one is IgG followed by IgA, IgM, IgD and IgE. Occasionally, MM cells 

are unable to secrete any HC and only the LC is present, originating an entity called Light 

Chain Multiple Myeloma (LC MM). Even more rarely, these cells fail to produce any Ig, 

light or heavy, and this is called a non-secretory MM13.  

In a non-pathological condition, heavy and light chains are asynchronously 

synthesized with a 10-40% excess of LC over HC to ensure perfect assembly and avoid 

toxic HC aggregates14. The LC excess is secreted as a free form, Free Light Chain (FLC), 

and serum normal values range from 3.3 - 19.4 mg/L for κ and from 5.7 - 26.3 mg/L for λ 

sFLC concentrations, resulting in an investigative range for the κ/λ sFLC ratio, of 0.26 - 

1.65, respectively 15. 

In MM, the FLC production can vary from within the normal range to a great 

overexpression. 

 

Myeloma initiation and clonal evolution 

The whole process starts with a B cell lineage precursor, whose progressive 

genomic changes promote selective advantage to a clonal plasma cell, allowing its 

proliferation. There are several mechanisms involved in the great diversity presented by 

the immunoglobulin repertoire. The first step of the B cell differentiation, which occurs in 

the bone marrow, is the rearrangement of the heavy chain Immunoglobulin (Ig) gene 

(IGH). The variable (V), diversity (D), and joining (J) gene segments of (Ig) genes, are 

rearranged to produce the primary Ig repertoire. Once the IGH recombination takes place, 

the (Ig) light chain loci proceed to rearrange. The subsequent steps of differentiation are 

antigen dependent and will take part in the lymphoid organs, the somatic hypermutation 

(SHM) and the last rearrangement process, the class switch recombination (CSR)16. The 

complexity of the process that helps the immune system to defend us from adversity, will 

serve as a basis to explain the MM oncogenesis and its heterogeneity17. 

Some papers on this theme revealed that the oncogenic changes are more likely 

to take place in the lymph organs, after the rearrangements of the Ig, because of the high 

rate of somatic mutations and the errors in the switch regions. Others support that some 

mutations may occur even earlier, in the bone marrow. The concept of subclonal evolution 

is generally illustrated by two different models: the linear model, in which one clone 

evolves through simple accumulation of genetic events, and the branching model, which 

comprises different subclones with different mutations accumulated, diverging according 

to selective factors. This branching model is sometimes compared to the Darwin model for 

species evolution. In fact, cell diversity is present and the best subclones to adapt are 

differentially selected18,19. This seems to generate more consensuses in explaining the 
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natural history of MM.  

Independent on the way that we are looking at the disease, it seems undeniable 

the evidence of heterogeneity, both between clones and between subclones within a MM 

clonal cell20.  

 

Myeloma serum free light chains 

As it was previously noted, in normal physiological conditions FLC production by 

the plasma cell exceeds by about 30% the production of HC, in order for a more efficient 

assembly. After the HC and LC fuse to form the Ig, the LC excess is secreted to the 

serum as FLC19. 

The development of the serum free light chain assay (sFLC) provided a more 

accurate test to measure FLC secretion. Katzamn et al. determined the reference ranges 

for κ and λ sFLC concentrations and the respective κ/λ sFLC ratio (3.3 - 19.4 mg/L, 5.7 - 

26.3 mg/L and 0.3 - 1.2, respectively) 15. This assay was an important improvement in 

diagnosis and monitoring of monoclonal FLC disease, and it has been demonstrated the 

important role of sFLC ratio as a diagnostic6 and prognostic biomarker10,21,22.  

In MM, the malignant cells produce a monoclonal excess of one of the light chains, 

so the FLC ratio becomes highly abnormal. When the plasma cell fails to produce the HC, 

the LC will be clearly overexpressed and secreted to the serum, as it fails to be 

assembled into a normal Ig. Nevertheless, even when the MM cells are able to produce 

the complete Ig, the FLC ratio is still normally skewed, resulting in abnormal values. 

Importantly, monoclonal FLC and Ig serum concentrations can vary widely in MM patients, 

with some patients presenting very high values of complete Ig and low sFLC values, and 

others presenting more modest concentrations of complete Ig and very high values of 

sFLC21,23.  

One interesting thing about MM is that the MP produced by the myeloma plasma 

cell can be used to monitor MM disease evolution and possible clonal changes. The 

paraprotein isotype, as well as the amount of paraprotein produced, can reflect the 

intraclonal heterogeneity present in the plasm cell population, representing a very 

interesting biomarker of tumor burden with impact under a clinical perspective. The 

presence of abnormal FLC ratio is considered as a marker of clonal proliferation since it 

clearly indicates a problem on the regulation of the heavy and light chains produced. 

Additionally, the pattern of relapse might also suggest changes in the clonal 

subpopulation. Sometimes, an event called “light chain escape” can occur6, which is 

observed when patients with an initial presentation dominated by the presence of 

complete Ig, suffers a relapse with production of FLC only.  

In the study of FLC as a marker of intraclonal heterogeneity in MM, assuming the 
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existence of normal proportions between monoclonal FLC production and each 

monoclonal Ig isotype production (the afore mentioned 30% excess), the cases that exibit 

monoclonal FLC/ monoclonal Ig segregates from normal condition, might have greater 

intraclonal heterogeneity.  

The main goal of this dissertation it is to verify this correlation in a cohort of MM 

patients referred to Portuguese Oncology Institute of Porto (IPO-Porto). Moreover, we try 

to understand how and in which patients the sFLC can be used as a differential marker in 

early disease. 
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Study population cohort 

The study population cohort includes MM patients diagnosed in 2016 and 2017 in 

IPO-Porto.  As a first step on retrospective data collection, patients were selected using a 

laboratory database, by identifying MM screening labs. From this group, we elected the 

patients with MM diagnosis confirmation, and collected all serological measurements at 

diagnosis, and disease follow-up, including FLC determination. We excluded patients with 

previous chemotherapy treatments. The follow-up period comprised the time from 

diagnosis until January 2019. The following step was to retrieve the response to treatment 

that each patient of our cohort achieved. The response criteria followed the IMWG 

recommendations.24 The chemotherapy protocol at first line treatment was based on 

bortezomib or thalidomide variable schemes, depending on the eligibility of the patient to 

receive Auto Stem Cell Transplant (ASCT). 

A subgroup of 41 patients was used to evaluate Biomarkers’ performance in 

disease relapse evaluation. Additionally, a subgroup of 44 patients, comprising 34 intact Ig 

MM and 10 LCO MM, with paired results for blood and urine samples at the same day, 

was used to compare response to treatment (RT) using IMWG criteria vs the recently 

proposed criteria by the Intergroupe Francophone Du Myélome25 (IFM), which does not 

use urine for response assessment by including sFLC response in all categories. The 

subgroups were formed according to the available data.  

 

Laboratory biomarkers workout 

The M-protein concentration was calculated according to the peak area, detected 

on serum protein electrophoresis (SPE) performed on capillary electrophoresis Minicap 

(Sebia). 

The M-protein isotype was determined by Immunofixation Electrophoresis (IFE) in 

agarose gel, on Hydrasis (Sebia), using the following antisera: IgG, IgA, IgM, IgD, IgE 

heavy chains, Kappa and Lambda free and bound light chains.  

sFLC measurements were performed by turbidimetry, using Freelite® assays on 

the SPAPLUS® analyser (The Binding Site, UK). The sFLC ratio was calculated using the 

monoclonal kappa light chain as a numerator. Because sequential serial dilution can lead 

to less accurate data due, mainly to matrix change and equilibrium properties of the 

proteins, strict interpretation of sFLC was performed, particularly at very high 

concentrations, particularly values > 1000 mg/L 26. 
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Statitical analysis 

Several types of analysis were carried out to evaluate the possible correlation of 

monoclonal sFLC production deregulation and/or intraclonal heterogeneity with a poorer 

outcome in MM patients: 

1. Monoclonal sFLC:MP ratio: Patients were divided according to the sFLC excess 

production in relation to the monoclonal intact Ig. A 30% sFLC excess cut-off was 

used, since it has been previously estimated to be the “normal” excess observed in 

healthy individuals. This was set up taking into account that an excess of ≥30% of 

sFLC might be a consequence of the existence of subclones producing 

exclusively, or almost exclusively, Light Chains (LC), while others can produce 

both intact Ig and LC. 

2. Absolute concentrations of monoclonal sFLC: Patients were studied as a function 

of monoclonal sFLC concentrations, considering the i) median and ii) the 25% and 

75% percentiles. 

Progression free survival (PFS) and Overall survival (OS) curves were calculated with 

GraphPad Prism 8.2.1, using the Kaplan-Meier and Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) methods. A p 

value <0,05 was considered as statistical significant. Three patients without follow-up data 

register were excluded from this analysis. 
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Study cohort characterization 

The study cohort consisted of 42 male and 31 female patients with de novo MM, 

with a median age of 69 years (50-83). From the 73 eligible patients for this study, 13 

were Light Chain Only Multiple Myeloma (LCO MM) and 60 were intact Ig MM. Moreover, 

and 95% (57 out of 60) of the intact Ig MM patients presented abnormal FLC ratio at 

diagnosis (Table 1). The abnormal FLC ratio, defined at baseline by K/L <0,26 or >1,65, 

was variable among patients, the median being 63. The MP median was 33 (2,3-73) g/L 

(Table 2). The median follow-up time was 746 days (16-1358). Treatment prescription 

comprised bortezomib or thalidomide variable schemes, on indication to ASCT vs No 

ASCT (Table 3). 

 

Table 1. Clinical-pathological characteristics of the patients’ cohort  

Parameters Patients (n=73) 

Male/ Female 42/31 

Age  69(50-83) 

Intact Ig MM 60 

IgG 42 

IgA 18 

LCO MM 13 

Kappa 9 

Lambda 4 
MM- Multiple Myeloma; LCO MM-Light Chain Only Multiple Myeloma 

 

 

Table 2. MP median and range in patients with Intact Ig MM . 

 MP Intact Ig MM 

(g/L) 

Median (range) 33 (2.3-79.5) 

 

Table 3. Treatment based on bortezomib or thalidomide variable schemes.  

Treatment 
  Bortezomib Bortezomib-melfalan-prednisolona1 

 

 
Bortezomib-dexametasona1 

 

 
Bortezomib-thalidomide e dexamethasone2 

 
Thalidomide Melphalan-thalidomida-prednisolone1 

 

 

Thalidomide-cyclophosfamide-
dexamethasone1 

 

 
Thalidomide-dexamethasone 2 

 1
No indication to ASCT; 

2
Indication to ASCT 
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Biomarkers’ performance in disease relapse evaluation 

In the evaluation of serological biomarkers’ (MP and FLC) performance, in order to 

identify early serum biological relapse (SBR), that is, the existence of biochemical serum 

relapse before clinical relapse (ClinR), it was observed that: 

1. Five patients showed ClinR before SBR; ClinR occurred between 5 to 13 days 

before the schedule for laboratory workout analysis.  

2. One patient presented simultaneous relapse on ClinR and SBR.  

3. Four patients showed ClinR without SBR; however, despite the insufficient 

increase in concentration to fulfil relapse criteria, the observed trend already 

suggested disease progression.  

4. The SBR anticipated ClinR in 9 patients, ranging from 22 to 352 days before being 

clinically reported.  

5. In the remaining 22 patients there was agreement in the indication of no disease 

progression. These results show that an accurate follow-up with SBR can help 

predicting ClinR, in some cases with a large advance. Thus, it is of extreme 

importance to adequately characterize and interpret SBR during MM patient follow-

up. 

 

Biomarkers’ performance in response assessment 

The subgroup of 44 patients used to compare the IMWG response criteria and the 

recently proposed IFM serum criteria, showed no differences in RT evaluation. The 

concordance was considered good with a kappa coefficient between both models of 

k=0.7. OS and PFS curves revealed the same prognostic result using either model, when 

patients are distributed in 2 groups: ≥ VGPR and <VGPR. They also showed the same 

efficacy regarding group’s separation (Table 4). The median PFS of the <VGPR group 

was 673 days by the IMWG and 683 days by the IFM model (Figure 1a-b). The PFS of 

the other groups was not reached (Figure 1c-d). This result indicates that the RT 

evaluation is equivalent when considering a model that replaces 24h urine measurements 

for sFLC determinations. 
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Table 4. P values between RT evaluation from IMWG and IFM, for the 2 ≥ VGPR and 

<VGPR).  

 RT <VGPR vs >VGPR 

 IMWG IFM 

PFS P value= 0.084 P value= 0.077 

OS P value= 0.15 P value= 0.22 

 

 

Figure 1. OS and PFS curves comparing RT evaluations from IMWG vs IFM models. 

 

FLC in Intact Ig MM 

From the 60 Intact Ig MM patients, 57 patients (95%) presented an abnormal FLC 

ratio at diagnosis. With respect to the sFLC concentrations, highly variability was found 

(Table 5), with median, and extreme higher values comparable to the ones found in LCO 

MM. Based on these results, we reviewed IFE reports to look for a LC monoclonal band in 

addition to the Intact Ig monoclonal band. When using Kappa or Lambda free and bound 

light chains antiserum in IFE, the FLC monoclonal band was hardly detected. We re-

tested 19 patients with sFLC > 1000 mg/L, on IFE using k or ʎ free light antiserum, and 

the monoclonal FLC was always evident, with the same migration pattern of the bound 

light chain. Since both free and bound light chain migrated at the same level, or at an eye 

view unseparated level, this monoclonal LC was not reported. Thus, k or ʎ free light 

antiserum reveal to be more sensitive in IFE monoclonal LC detection than total light 

chain antisera. Rarely, the monoclonal LC band migrated in an upper level on the gel, a 

os os 

PFS PFS 
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faint band could be detected and sometimes reported as biclonal MM, because of the 

same band profile as in LCO MM. Our understanding on protein migration is that is largely 

dependent on polymerization, as well as on protein structure, so this finding should not be 

used to claim the presence of 2 different clones. Preliminary results on an ongoing study 

in our centre, in LCO MM patients IFE, show that in some patient’s sFLC ratio can indicate 

disease while IFE is negative for LC monoclonal band, even when using k or ʎ free light 

antiserum. This result is very interesting since this data is used in RT evaluation, and the 

sFLC assays seems to have greater sensitivity on low sFLC concentrations. The sFLC 

assay proved, in this cohort, to be more informative in detecting FLC.  

 

Table 5. MP median and range in Intact Ig MM. 

 
sFLC ratio 

sFLC Kappa 

(mg/L) 

sFLC LCO Kappa 

(mg/L) 

sFLC Lambda 

(mg/L) 

sFLCLCO Lambda 

(mg/L) 

Median 
(range) 

63 
442.6 

(7.4-7183) 

1471 

(17.2-17585) 

496 

(15.4-25292) 

8513 

(135-16284) 

Baseline (0.26-1.65) (3.3-19.4) (5.7-16.3) 

 

The observation of great variability sFLC in Intact Ig MM patients, led us to 

evaluate whether a correlation FLC/MP might exist. From FLC/MP median, 2 groups, 

<30% and ≥30% FLC excess secretion in relation to MP, were defined with 26 and 31 

patients respectively. 

 

sFLC association with survival 

Regarding MP, OS and PFS were not significantly different between the 2 groups 

<30% and ≥30% FLC excess when analyzing all patients (Figure 2). As ASCT delays 

disease progression, the comparison of both groups was repeated but using only non-

transplanted patients. The results in non-ASCT patients expressed a significant 

separation between the 2 groups (p< 0.04), predicting a worse prognosis for the ≥30% 

group. The median OS on ≥30% patients group was of 1028 days, whereas for the <30% 

group was not reached; Moreover, the median PFS was 443 days for the ≥30% group, 

whilst for the <30% patients it reached 651days (Figure 3). 
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Figure 2. Prognostic value at diagnosis of FLC excess in relation to MP <>30% (N=57; <30%=26 

pts;≥30%=31pts).  

 

Figure 3. Prognostic value at diagnostic of FLC excess in relation to only non-transplanted patients 

(N=40; ≥30%=23pts; <30%=17pts). 

 

Due to the sFLC values wide variation , we also studied the prognostic impact of 

sFLC concentrations based on the interquartile range of the cohort: patients stratification 

as follows <200, >200<990, >990 (mg/L), and also according to non-transplanted patients. 

Patients with lower sFLC concentration at diagnosis showed a tendency to improved 

prognosis, median OS and PFS not reached the group <200 (Figure 4). The risk of 

disease relapse was higher in patients with high concentration of sFLC, as well as in 

patients with sFLC secretion ≥30% in relation to MP.  
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Figure 4. Prognostic value at diagnostic of sFLC concentrations based on the interquartile range of 

the cohort: patients stratification as follows <200, >200<990, >990 (mg/L), and also divided 

according to non-transplanted patients. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION 



 

FLC as marker of disease in MM 

The FLC values regained a new notoriety after the development of the sFLCA. 

Before the development of the sFLC, the LC was calculated in urine, the so called Bence 

Jones protein, present in Bence Jones MM. After the development of sFLC marker, about 

80% of the non-secretor MM were reclassified as oligosecretor LCO MM. Recently, when 

sFLC determination was included on the IMWG recommendations as a disease marker for 

diagnosis, and prognosis, increased relevance was given to its value in MM follow-up. Our 

results on RT evaluation according IMWG vs IFM models also validate the use of sFLC as 

an appropriate marker to potentially replace 24h urine measurements. Indeed, this latter 

approach present several limitations not only in accomplishment of the test, but also in the 

sample collection procedure by the patient, as well as due to the possible interference of 

kidney’s metabolism27 (Figure 1).  

In intact Ig MM patients, the selected marker for disease follow-up is generally the 

MP. Nevertheless, this study showed that 31 patients presented a FLC MP excess of 

≥30% of the Ig MP concentration. Moreover, these patients are observed to have worse 

prognosis than those with <30% of FLC to Ig MP ratio. (Figure 2 and Figure 3). The same 

tendency was also seen for survival curves of patients with sFLC concentration >200 mg/L 

(Figure 4). Indeed, our results suggest that FLC should also be considered as disease 

biomarker in follow-up of Ig MM, as well as a prognostic marker. 

 

FLC as an Indicator of Intra clonal Heterogeneity 

In this retrospective study, the examination of the secreted monoclonal protein 

(amount and type) revealed great heterogeneity (Table 2 and Table 5). This might be 

explained either by different stages of the disease, or different production rates of the MM 

cells, which in turn might be associated with intraclonal heterogeneity among the MM 

plasma cell population. The FLC/MP correlation might serve as a surrogate of the 

discrepancy among Heavy chain (HC) and LC secretion, since in normal individuals this 

proportion is around 30% FLC excess in relation to MP.  

If the secreted protein represents the “translation of the gene”, instead of 

characterizing the genetic background of the MM cells at diagnosis, Intraclonal 

heterogeneity can be infered from the PM and FLC information. In fact, exhaustive 

genomic studies may not be an ideal starting point, since it is known that genes suffer 

several uncontrolled alterations along the course of the disease, with many being non-

sense, leading to a complex dynamic genetic profile. Moreover, from the clinical point of 

view it is much more attractive to guide patients’ clinic management based on a SB 

biomarker, that allows a closer anon-invasive follow-up. 

 



 

 

Focusing on the FLC secretion  

Overall, our data also confirm that FLC ratio is generally abnormal in MM patients 

(93% of abnormal ratios). Additionally, our data also shows that FLC monoclonal 

concentrations can vary widely among patients (Table 5). It is considered that high protein 

levels are related to highly number of producing cells, and thus greater tumour burden. 

This could justify the high M-Protein concentration but would not explain the disproportion 

of Ig chain produced among the types of this cohort. Nonetheless, the genetic alterations28 

on the Ig Light chain loci reported are rather limited. Additionally, evidences that can 

elucidate this imbalance in FLC production are also scarce. Aberreant Ig HC 

rearrangements, at the DNA level that enables Ig HC synthesis, might explain the 

absence of HC production on the LCO MM29,30 . Hence, elevated FLC concentrations are 

expected in LCO MM, once it could not combine with HC. Considering sFLC results 

(Table 5), and the patients in interquartile >200 and >990 mg/L, FLC production in LCO 

MM patients might have a similar performance with very high sFLC concentrations. This 

behaviour might be interpreted in a model that considers the presence of different MM 

subclones, ones producing intact Ig plus LC, and others secreting LC only.  Also, the 

hypothesis of overcapacity of FLC secretion can be considered, but that would be more 

suitable in a clone with low production of Intact Ig, who does not have an energetic effort 

on HC production. A decrease HC production due to a gene defect would also be an 

effective description of these cases but would not probably be associated with a more 

aggressive disease, as seen in the OS and PFS curves (Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 

4). The FLC production excess observed in our patients can be explained by the 

existence of MM subclones, which further supports the hypothesis of Intraclonal 

heterogeneity presence. 

 

“Listening” FLC at Diagnosis” 

The existence of subclones during MM disease course is now well established31,32. 

Likewise, it is assumed that the major subclonal mutations are present already on the 

smoldering MM (SMM) stage and consequently, also at MM diagnosis33. During disease 

treatment the genetic of MM plasma cells will be under “cross-fire” for survival. This may 

be one of the crucial points for treatment success. The knowledge of the intraclonality 

diversity can provide the indication of possible treatment resistance34. Our data shows that 

patienst with sFLC at diagnosis > 200> 900 mg/L display worse prognosis, as well as in 

patients with ≥30% FLC related to MP (Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4). 

Moreover, the subclones present do not have to be all active at the same time or 

with the same prevalence, particularly if the environment conditions are altered.  But, if the 



 

FLC is elevated at diagnosis, we should be aware that the probability of subclones’ 

proliferation during follow up, is greater, since the genetic information is already present31. 

The subclones might be temporally silenced by therapy or even by other competing 

clones, but new environmental conditions, plus additional mutations can result in an 

development advantage of the quiet disease branch. Hence, we may speculate that in 

some patients, the FLC escape phenomenon due to intra-clonal heterogeneity can be 

already predictable at diagnosis. 
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Although our study only refers to a small cohort of MM patients with limited follow 

up time, our results suggest that FLC chain evaluation, might assist in early detection of 

intraclonal heterogeneity and eventually on patients disease relapse. Hence, may be an 

independent marker of disease progression, even in the presence of intact Ig. 

Furthermore, the inclusion of patients with excess sFLC production on genetic studies will 

provide additional information to support the clinical usefulness of intraclonal 

heterogeneity assessment in these patients. 
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